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January 10, 2002

Mr. Clarence Martin
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
300 Mandich Street

IBishop, CA 93514

Subject: Comments on the Lower Owens River Project Draft EIR/EIS

Dear Mr. Martin,

I appreciate the opportunity! to comment on this very important project. The LORP has
enormous potential benefits. However, there are many statements in the Draft EIR/EIS
which call into question the $uccessful implementation of the project and which could result
in significant project impactsithat would not be mitigated. Please consider my comments on
the following issues: I

Pump station and Delta flows: AlSO cfs pump station violates the Inyo-LA 1991 Water
Agreement. A larger pump station won't allow enough water to reach the Delta and may
help LADWP to pump more groundwater from the valley. LADWP should select the 50
cfs pump station and 9 cfs annual average delta baseflows. This option allows the
maximum amount of water flow to the delta under the agreements and approaches current
flows. This is needed to meet the delta habitat goal of maintaining existing and new delta
habitats for waterfowl and tol comply with the Water Agreement.

Lack of commitment to monitoring, adaptive management and mitigation measures:
Monitoring and adaptive management are absolutely essential to the success of the LORP,
but the DEIR/EIS repeatedly states that funding limitations may prevent their full
implementation. To meet its obligations, LADWP should select funding option 2, which is
the only option that adequately funds the LORP. However, option 2 should be restated to
say LADWP would fund all of Inyo County's shortfall not "some or all of In yo County's
shortfall," as it does in the draft document (p.2-8). Additionally, option 2 lacks funding for
mitigation measures PS-2 and V-2. A commitment to fully fund these measures should also
be included in funding option 2. In light of LADWP's tremendous financial resources, the
project should not be compromised by lack of funding.

Lack of funding for noxious weed control: All of the LORP areas and habitat goals are at
risk if saltcedar and other noxious weeds are not controlled. The spread of saltcedar
presents a serious problem in the Owens Valley and the LORP Draft EIR/EIS must
realistically address this proBlem. The document states that new saltcedar growth resulting
from the LORP would be a significant Class I impact, but defers control of this problem to
the separate pre-existing Inyo County saltcedar control program that has unsecured funding
(mitigation measure V-2). If the LORP is truly to be "one of the most environmentally
significant river habitat restorations ever undertaken in the United States," as Mark Hill,
LADWP consultant, states it is, then it must include provisions for guaranteed funding for
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control of saltcedar and other noxious weeds in order to avoid significant impacts and meet
the project goals. r

Recreation plan: There is no recreation plan in the DEIR/EIS, nor is there a description of
current and anticipated recreational uses of the LORP area. The document should contain
a thorough assessment of current and potential recreational use in the LORP area and a
plan to manage that recreation in order to protect natural habitats and cultural resources.

Impact To Brine Pool Transition Area: The Class I impact to shorebird habitat in the
brine pool transition area, identified in Draft EIR/EIS Table S-1, can and must be avoided.
This is an area that is used by thousands of ducks and geese and tens of thousands of
shorebirds. It is in an area that has been recognized by the National Audubon Society as a
Nationally Significant Important Bird Area and is part of the U.S. Shorebird Conservation
Plan. This is a very important wildlife habitat. The existing flows to this transition area
have been released by LADWP for many years. Have they been in violation of the existing
court injunction that they say would prohibit mitigation of this impact? If the current flows
are allowable, it is inappropriate to argue that maintaining those flows under the project is
not feasible. LADWP can and must avoid this impact by maintaining existing flows and by
not allowing this area to dry up in late spring and summer as currently happens.
Additionally, if LADWP insists that this impact is unavoidable, they have an obligation
under CEQA to explore mitigation alternatives that are feasible.

Source of additional water to supply the LORP: The Draft EIR/EIS fails to disclose
whether or not LADWP will attempt to recover the additional 16,000 acre-feet/year of
water that the project will require beyond the current releases. Where will the additional
16,000 acre-feet/year of water that the LORP will require come from? Will there be
increased groundwater pumping? Will there be new wells drilled? Will it come from
existing aqueduct supplies? What will be the impacts of the need for 16,000 acre-feet/year
more water? The DEIR/EIS should clearly disclose LADWP's intention to replace or not
replace the 16,000 acre-feet/year with groundwater pumping. The document fails to
recognize the inadequacy of current pumping management to attain the vegetation
protectio? goals of ~e ~ongl Term W at~r Agree~ent. The Draft EIR/EIS therefore greatly
underestImates the likelihootl of potentIal future Impacts due to any groundwater pumping
associated with the LORP .

Grazing: Understory impacts as a result of current grazing are severe in riparian habitats in
much of the LORP area. In many places there is no understory and there are no young
willows or cottonwoods. Several habitat indicator species such as the yellow-breasted chat
are dependent on habitats with trees and a dense understory in the riparian zone. Unless the
diversity of habitat provided by understory growth significantly improves, the habitat goals
for the river system will not be met. Monitoring for understory development as described
on p. 2-78 will not be conducted unless the need for it is determined in some unspecified
future time by unspecified means. Whether or not this important monitoring function is
needed should not be left to some future decision. There should be a clear commitment to
conduct this monitoring, as the need for it is obvious. Protocols for this monitoring data
collection and analysis should also be included in the EIR/EIS.
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Additionally, individual grazing lease management plans are not provided in the document
and LADWP has denied requests by reviewers to see them. Without these critical
documents and with no evaluation of the present lease condition and trend presented in the
Draft EIR/EIS there is no way to compare change over time when evaluating whether the
goals of the project are being met. There is no way for commenters to evaluate proposed
management, monitoring and the need for mitigation. This is inadequate.

As one of the most significant river habitat restorations in the country, the LORP represents
an unprecedented opportunity if the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power properly
implements the project. I hope the Final EIR/EIS will reflect a real commitment to make
the project live up to its full potential.

l"
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424 Mountain View Drive
Swall Meadows, CA 93514

January 8, 2003

Mr. Clarence Martin
jLos Angeles Department of W ter and Power

300 Mandich Street

Bishop, CA 935141:'

Dear Mr. Martin,

I am writing to comment on th Lower Owl~ns River Project Draft Environmental Impact Report
and Environmental Impact Stat ment. I am very concerned that the DEIR/EIS fails to fully
analyze critical elements of the roject. I am also concerned that the documents present project
alternatives that DIRECTLY VIO ATE the 1991 Long Term Water Agreement and the established
project goals.

I share the concerns expressed ~y the California Native Plant Society and the Owens Valley
Committee, and other intereste4 citizens. Some of my concerns include:

1) Size of the um station and delta flows:. A 150 cfs pump station violates the Inyo-LA 1991
Water Agreement, an unaccep ble alternative. LADWP has not justified using a larger pump
station of this size in any way. larger pUJmp station will not achieve the goal of reducing
pollution and rewatering the D Ita habitat. I support the 50 cfs pump station and 9 cfs annual
average delta baseflows which llow the maximum amount of water flow to the delta under the
agreements and approaches cent flows. It is essential to me that the plan meets the goal of
maintaining existing and new d Ita habaita1:s for waterfowl and complies with the Water
Agreement. ."', c

2) Funding: Monitoring and a ptive manclgement are absolutely essential to the success of the
LORP, but the DEIR/EIS repea edly states that funding limitations may prevent their full
implementation. To meet its 0 ligations, LADWP should select funding option 2, which is the
only option that adequately fun s the LORP. I also support the extra benefits of students
studying the river/delta along .th the scientists as an valuable learning experience

3) Recreation plan: The river d lake havc~ historical recreational and social values, yet there is
no recreation plan in the DEI IS, nor is 1here a description of current and anticipated
recreational uses of the LORP ea. The document should contain a thorough assessment of
current and potential recreation use in the LORP area and a plan to manage that recreation in
order to protect natural habitats and cultural resources.

Mr. Martin, the LORP is a val~ble project, and I want it to work. I urge LADWP to abide by
the terms of the Water Agreem nt and the !~oals of the project, thoroughly describe all
management plans to th~ publi , choose th(~ least environmentally damaging alternatives, and

guarantee adequate fundIng.

Thank youjor your consideratipnof my comments.

RECEIVED
L,£t,
Rosanne Higley ~

JAN 1 3 2003

AOOEDUCT MANAGER
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January 9, 2002

Mr. Clarence Martin
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
300 Mandich Street
Bishop, CA 93514

Dear Mr. Martin,

I am writing to comment on the Lower Owens River Project Draft Environmental Impact Report
and Environmental Impact Statement.

I appreciate the great potential of the LORP. However, the DEIR/EIS fails to describe essential
components of the project and presents project alternatives that directly violate the 1991 Long
Term Water Agreement and the established project goals. Some of my concerns include:

1) Size of the DumD station and delta flows: A 150 cfs pump station violates the Inyo-LA 1991
Water Agreement. LADWP has not justified using a larger pump station that is three times
larger than the water agreement allows. A larger pump station won't allow enough water to
reach the Delta and may help LADWP to pump more groundwater from the valley. LADWP
should select the 50 cfs pump station and 9 cfs annual average delta baseflows. This option
allows the maximum amount of water flow to the delta under the agreements and approaches
current flows. This is needed to meet the delta habitat goal of maintaining existing and new
delta habaitats for waterfowl and to comply with the Water Agreement.

2) Funding: Monitoring and adaptive management are absolutely essential to the success of
the LORP, but the DEIR/EIS repeatedly states that funding limitations may prevent their full
implementation. To meet its obligations, LADWP should select funding option 2, which is the
only option that adequately funds the LORP.

3) Recreation Dlan: There is no recreation plan in the DEIR/EIS, nor is there a description of
current and anticipitated recreational uses of the LORP area. The document should contain a
thorough assessment of current and potential recreational use in the LORP area and a plan to
manage that recreation in order to protect natural habitats and cultural resources.

Mr. Martin, the LORP is a valuable project, and I wantit to work. I urge LADWP to abide by the
terms of the Water Agreement and the goals of the project, thoroughly describe all management
plans to the public, choose the least environmentally damaging alternatives, and guarantee

adequate funding.

Thank you for your consideration of my comments,

Sincerely,

RECEIVED

JAN 1 3 2003
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Mr. Clarence Martin
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
300 Mandich Street
Bishop, CA 93514

Subject: Comments on the Lower Owens River Project Draft EIR/EIS

Dear Mr. Martin,

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on this very important project. The LORP has
enormous potential benefits. However, there are many statements in the Draft EIR/EIS which
call into question the successful implementation of the project and which could result in
significant project impacts that would not be mitigated. Please consider my comments on the
following issues:

Pump station and Delta flows: A 150 cfs pump station violates the Inyo-LA 1991 Water
Agreement. A larger pump station won't allow enough water to reach the Delta and may help
LADWP to pump more groundwater from the valley. LADWP should select the 50 cfs pump
station and 9 cfs annual average delta baseflows. This option allows the maximum amount of
water flow to the delta under the agreements and approaches current flows. This is needed to
meet the delta habitat goal of maintaining existing and new delta habaitats for waterfowl and to
comply with the Water Agreement.

Lack of commitment to monitoring, adaptive management and mitigation measures:
Monitoring and adaptive management are absolutely essential to the success of the LORP, but
the DEIR/EIS repeatedly states that funding limitations may prevent their full implementation.
To meet its obligations, LADWP should select funding option 2, which is the only option that
adequately funds the LORP. However, option 2 should be restated to say LADWP would fund
all of In yo County's shortfall not "some or all of Inyo County's shortfall, " as it does in the draft

document (p.2-8). Additionally, option 2 lacks funding for mitigation measures PS-2 and V-2.
A commitment to fully fund these measures should also be included in funding option 2. In light
ofLADWP's tremendous financial resources, the project should not be compromised by lack of
funding.

Lack of funding for noxious weed control: All of the LORP areas and habitat goals are at risk
if saltcedar and other noxious weeds are not controlled. The spread of saltcedar presents a
serious problem in the Owens Valley and the LORP Draft EIR/EIS must realistically address this
problem. The document states that new saltcedar growth resulting from the LORP would be a
significant Class I impact, but defers control of this problem to the separate pre-existing Inyo
County saltcedar control program that has unsecured funding (mitigation measure V-2). If the
LORP is truly to be "one of the most environmentally significant river habitat restorations ever
undertaken in the United States," as Mark Hill, LADWP consultant, states it is, then it must
include provisions for guaranteed funding for control of saltcedar and other noxious weeds inorder to avoid significant impacts and meet the project goals. .
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Recreation plan: There is no recreation plan in the DEIR/EIS, nor is there a description of
current and anticipitated recreational uses of the LORP area. The document should contain a
thorough assessment of current and potential recreational use in the LORP area and a plan to
manage that recreation in order to protect natural habitats and cultural resources.

Impact To Brine Pool Transition Area: The Class I impact to shorebird habitat in the brine
pool transition area, identified in Draft EIR/EIS Table S-l, can and must be avoided. This is an
area that is used by thousands of ducks and geese and hundreds of thousands of shorebirds. It is
in an area that has been recognized by the National Audubon Society as a Nationally Significant
Important Bird Area and is part of the U.S. Shorebird Conservation Plan. This is a very
important wildlife habitat. The existing flows to this transition area have been released by
LADWP for many years. Have they been in violation of the existing court injunction that they
say would prohibit mitigation of this impact? If the current flows are allowable, it is inapproriate
to argue that maintaining those flows under the project is not feasible. LADWP can and must
avoid this impact by maintaining existing flows and by not allowing this area to dry up in late
spring and summer as currently happens. Additionally, ifLADWP insists that this impact is
unavoidable, they have an obligation under CEQA to explore mitigation alternatives that are
feasible.

Source of additional water to supply the LORP: The Draft EIR/EIS fails to disclose whether
or not LADWP will attempt to recover the additional 16,000 acre-feet/year of water that the
project will require beyond the current releases. W'here will the additional 16,000 acre-feet/year
of water that the LORP will require come from? Will there be increased groundwater pumping?
Will there be new wells drilled? Will it come from existing aqueduct supplies? What will be the
impacts of the need for 16,000 acre-feet/year more water? The DEIR/EIS should clearly disclose
LADWP's intention to replace or not replace the l{i,OOO acre-feet/year with groundwater
pumping. The document fails to recognize the inadequacy of current pumping management to
attain the vegetation protection goals of the Long Term Water Agreement. The Draft EIR/EIS
therefore greatly underestimates the likelihood of potential future impacts due to any
groundwater pumping associated with the LORP .

Grazing: Understory impacts as a result of current grazing are severe in riparian habitats in
much of the LORP area. In many places there is no understory and there are no young willows
or cottonwoods. Several habitat indicator species such as the yellow-breasted chat are dependent
on habitats with trees and a dense understory in the riparian zone. Unless the diversity of habitat
provided by understory growth significantly improves, the habitat goals for the river system will
not be met. Monitoring for understory development as described on p. 2-78 will not be
conducted unless the need for it is determined in some unspecified future time by unspecified
means. Whether or not this important monitoring function is needed should not be left to some
future decision. There should be a clear comittment to conduct this monitoring as the need for it
is obvious. Protocols for this monitoring data collection and analysis should also be included in
the EIR/EIS.

Additionally, individual grazing lease management: plans are not provided in the document and
LADWP has denied requests by reviewers to see them. Without these critical documents and
with no evaluation of the present lease condition and trend presented in the Draft EIR/EIS there
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is no way to compare change over time when evaluating whether the goals of the project are
being met. There is no way for commenters to evaluate proposed management, monitoring and
the need for mitigation. This is inadequate.

As one of the most significant river habitat restorations in the country, the LORP represents an
unprecedented opportunity if the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power properly
implements the project. I hope the Final EIR/EIS will reflect a real commitment to make the
project live up to its full potential.

Sincerely, ~
Barry K. Rutten ~
Post Office Box 686
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546

K.
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January 14, 2003

Mr. Clarence Martin
Los Angeles Department ofW~rter and Pow.~r
300 Mandich Street
Bishop, CA 93514

Dear Mr. Martin,

I am writing to comment on the: Lower OwellS River Jf>roject Draft Environmental Impact Report
and Environmental Impact Stat4~ent.

I appreciate the great potential of the LORP. However, the DEIR/EIS fails to describe essential
components of the project and J>resents projc:ct altenultives that directly violate the 1991 Long
Tenn Water Agreement and the established Jxoject g<.als. Some of my concerns include:

1) Size of the pump station and delta flows: A 150 Cf1i pump station violates the lnyo-LA 1991
Water Agreement. LADWP ~: not justified using a Itump station that is three times larger than
the water agreement allows. A larger pump ~;tation won't allow enough water to reach the delta
and may help LADWP to pump more groundwater frjl)m the valley. LADWP should select the 50
cfs pump station and 9 cfs annual average dt~lta basefllows. This option allows the maximum
amount of water flow to the delta under the ligreements and approaches cUlTent flows. This is
needed to meet the delta habitat goal of Inailltaining existing and new delta habitats for waterfowl
and to comply with the water ~',Teement.

2) Funding: Monitoring and ~lptive managl~ent are: absolutely essential to the success of tile
LORP, but the DEIR/EIS repe81tedly states tllat funding limitations may prevent their full
implementation. To meet its obligations, LADWP should select funding option 2, which is the
only option that adequately funcis the LORP,

3) Recreation plan: There is no recreation pllm in the DEIR/EIS, nor is there a description of
cUlTent and anticipated recreational uses of tile LORP area. The document should contain a
thorough assessment of cUlTent and potential recreatiolnal use in the LORP area and a plan to
manage that recreation in order to protect na1ural habitats and cultural resources.

Mr. Martin, the LORP is a valwilile project, :md I WatJlt it to work. I urge LADWP to abide by the
tenDS of the water agreement and the goals of the project, thoroughly describe all management
plans to the public, choose the I,~ enviroD11t1entally clamaging alternatives, and guarantee

adequate funding.

Thank you for your considerati()n of my cottm1ents.

Sin~ly,

J. Mendoza Iwens RECEIVED

JAN 172003

AOOEDUCTMANAGERISHa> 
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January 

14, 2003

Mr. Clarence Martin
Los Angeles Department of Walter and PoW(~
300 Mandich Street
Bishop, CA 93514

Dear Mr. Martin,

I am writing to comment on die Lower Owens River l>roject Draft Environmental Impact Report
and Environmental Impact Statement.

I appreciate the great potential of the LORP. Howevel~, the DEIR/EIS fails to describe essential
components of the project and presents proj(d alternatives that directly violate the 1991 Long
Tenn Water Agreement and the established project gclals. Some of my concerns include:

1) Size of the pump station and delta flows: A 150 cf~, pump station violates the Inyo-LA 1991
Water Agreement. LADWP has not justified using a flump station that is three times larger than
the water agreement allows. A larger pump station wGn't allow enough water to reach the delta
and may help LADWP to pump! more groundwater from the valley. LADWP should select the 50
cis pump station and 9 cis annual average de:lta baseflows. This option allows the maximum
amount of water flow to the delta under the ~lgreements and approaches current flows. This is
needed to meet the delta habitat goal of mairltaining e:risting and new delta habitats for waterfowl
and to comply with the water ~',feement.

2) Funding: Monitoring and ~lptive manag.~ent are: absolutely essential to the success of the
LORP, but the DEIR/EIS repea1tedly states tlLat fundin,g limitations may prevent their full
implementation. To meet its obligations, LADWP should select funding option 2, which is the
only option that adequately funds the LORP .

3) Recreation plan: There is no :recreation plllD in the DEIR/EIS, nor is there a description of
current and anticipated recreaticlnal uses of die LORP area. The document should contain a
thorough assessment of current and potential recreational use in the LORP area and a plan to
manage that recreation in order to protect nalural habitats and cultural resources.

Mr. Martin, the LORP is a valwible project, :md I WalJlt it to work. I urge LADWP to abide by the
terms of the water agreement al1ld the goals of the project. thoroughly describe all management
plans to the public, choose the teast environtJllentally clamaging alternatives, and guarantee
adequate funding.

Thank you for your considerati()n of my conlments.

Sincerely,

l~;t~4"'" ~)..e"1."::)
Ralph Iwens RECEIVED

JAN 1 7 2003
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Sherman Jensen
Wetland/Riparian Ecologist

Box 123
Smithfield, UT 84335

ShermJ ensen@Sisna.com

(at large)

January 13,2003

To: Clarence Martin/LADwP

My comments address parts of chapter 6.0 Delta Habitat Area in the Draft EIR for the
Lower Owens River Project My comments reflect an understanding developed through
ongoing study of the aquati and wetland habitats in the Delta and through participation
in developing the Draft EIR I contributed to major revisions of the project design with
respect to establishing flo regimes to maintain and enhance existing aquatic and
wetland resources in the Del. I have conducted detailed mapping of these resources for
four periods (1993, 1996, 1 99 and 2000). I have also evaluated the long-term trends of
these resources from aerial photos dating back to 1944. I have studied wetland/riparian
resources for over 20 years apd am an acknowledged expert on the subject.

General comments that addr~ss Impact Assessment #2 discussed in section 6.3.2 are:

The impact asses ment does not address the proposed Delta water
management, as s ecified in section 6.2.2. Rather, the impact assessment
addresses a previous y proposed Delta water management that was abandoned in
early summer 2002' favor of an improved plan to maintain existing aquatic and
wetland habitat, as s ecified in section 6.2.2. The abandoned plan entailed a base
flow of 5.3 cfs and 4 seasonal pulse flows, totaling an average annual flow of 7.1
cfs. The Impact As essment #2 that was written to address the abandoned plan
was not materially modified to address the currently proposed Delta water

management.

The proposed Delta ater management specified in section 6.2.2 calls for base
flows to be establis ed on a seasonal basis to meet the water requirements of
existing aquatic and wetland habitats. Base-flows will be established such that
water overflows the Delta to the brine pool, thus ensuring that storage and
evapotranspiration d mands of existing habitats are met. The total of base-flow
and 4 seasonal pul e flows will be within the 6-9 cfs average annual flow
specified in the MO .

Why is Impact Ass1ssment #2 still addressing 5.3 cis base flow and 7.1 cis
average annual flow?, This is not what is proposed!

1
AQUEDUCT MANAGER

BISHa> ADMINISTRATIVE a=FICE
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The impact assessment compares average annual flows for the 1986/2001
period with abando~ed proposed flows as a basis for impact assessment. The
assessment ignores iliat most of the 1986/2001 flow was in the winter when plants
were donnant and evaporation low, and that summer flows in June, July and
August when water ~emands were high were frequently less than 1 cfs. Yet this
comparison served as a "reasonable basis for postulating and adverse effect based
on a substantial net reduction in flows to the Delta". This is not reasonable to me.

2

Although it was ac~owledged in Impact Assessment #2 that a large fraction of
the flows for the 19~6/200 1 period "pass to the brine pool" and thus may not
contribute to aquatic land wetland habitat, the assessment suggests unsubstantiated
hypotheses of other '~enefits that may not be obvious" (page 6-37). For example,
it is suggested that '~maintaining water levels in the Delta channels can provide
positive groundwater pressure in areas adjacent to channels, thereby increasing
the height and volume of fresh water to support wetland plants in adjacent areas",
yet Dr. Ron Ryel is pited as predicting only a 1 foot difference in water surface
elevation if inflows were increased from 5 to 50 cfs. The difference in water
surface elevation eipected for the 6-9 cfs range is insignificant relative to

groundwater pressure.

It is also suggested tqat the large fraction of water discharging to the brine pool is
somehow necessary ~o maintain the area of aquatic and wetland habitat. This
might be correct if ~quatic and wetland habitats "drain" to the brine pool, as
would be the case f<l>r a free-flowing river. But extensive perennial water and
wetland habitat are I present throughout the Delta Habitat Area, even during
periods when there is no outflow to the brine pool. This suggests that aquatic and
wetland habitats "oVerflow" rather than "drain" to the brine pool. Although
overflow from the Qelta Habitat Area is a good indication that the storage and
consumptive water ~ses of existing habitat have been met, I see no reason to
believe that excessive overflow is necessary to maintain the area of aquatic and
wetland habitat, especially during winter months.

This leads me to ask what are the seasonal benefits of excessive water
overflowing to the brine pool?

I believe that the Impact Analysis #2 is based on a misunderstanding of how
the Delta works. The mechanisms for maintaining habitats listed in section
6.3.2.3 do not includp any mention of the fundamental processes responsible for
the long term expansion and dynamics Delta habitats. It is obvious that water
surfaces have been tising since at least 1944 in response to both beaver and
organic matter accret,on in the Delta, as was discussed in sections 6.1.3 and 6.3.1.
Shifting dunes have lent an important dynamic influencing the distribution of
habitats. The extent bf wetlands was shown to have increased at a steady rate of
about 60 acres per y~ar since 1993. These mechanisms are!!Q1 directly related to
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the average annualrow to the Delta Habitat Area that was the sole basis for
Impact Analysis #2.

Average annual flo..ys to the Delta Habitat Area (Table 6-7) for the 1986/2001
period (11.6 cfs) W~e about half that for the 1927/86 period (23.8 cfs), yet the
area of wetlands ha e more than doubled just since 1993. The conclusion "that
there is a reasona Ie basis for postulating and adverse effect based on a
substantial reduction in flows to the Delta" (page 6-37) is unfounded.

4.

The information presented in APPENDIX E (Hydraulic Modeling Analysis
of Delta Flow Alter.atives) is incomplete. The last correspondence presented in
Appendix E is an ~ail from John Gray suggesting the modeling effort was
"severely compromi ed" and requesting additional analyses. The ideas in the
June 15th email wer subsequently expanded in a memo prepared by John Gray
(Modeling memo.do ) that is not included in Appendix E. Dr. Ryel's response to
John Gray's memo esponse to Modeling Memo.doc, Hec Methodsl.doc, and
spreadsheets contai ing additional analyses) were also not included in
APPENDIX E. Th information contained in APPENDIX E is incomplete and
misleading as to the nal results of the modeling effort.

To summarize, Impact ~ alYSiS #2 does not address the proposed Delta water
management. Potential imp cts are based on a meaningless comparison of total annual
flow and a misunderstandin of how the Delta works. Hence, the conclusions of Impact
Analysis #2 may not be vali .

Comments relating to speci~c text in Chapter 6 follow:

Figure 6-11: This lfigure showing the extent of vegetation types in 2000 is
incorrect. Most (or ~aybe all) the area marked as "water" is playa; some of the
area marked as alkali I scrub is playa.

Page 6-21 (3rd pa~ graph; 2nd sentence): This sentence implies that 1999

mapping constitutes baseline conditions. But it was stated on page 6-15 (5th

paragraph) that basel'ne conditions will be based on mapping to be conducted at
the time ofproject i plementation.

Page 6-22 (2nd par~graph; 2nd sentence):
above the pump stati~n.

The Keeler gate is about 4.5 miles

Page 6-29 (Section .3.2.1; lrst paragraph): It states "for the purposes of this
analysis, Delta base ows are assumed to be an average of 7.1 cfs, with daily
flows of 5.3 cfs plus the four seasonal pulse flows and potential additional flows
due to seasonal habit t flows that are bypassed to the Delta." But this is !!Q1 what
is proposed. The ra ionales given for the assumption are: 1) it was what was
initially proposed in emorandum 8; 2) it is within the range of 6-9 cfs specified;
and 3) it will be the taTting point for flow determinations. Yet it has been shown
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that estimates of ET from which initial flows proposed in Memorandum 8 were
estimated are flawe. Given that the project entails release of up to 9 cfs if
monitoring determi es that it is needed to maintain existing wetlands, why
assume 7.1 cfs? The 5.3 cfs starting point may only be in effect for 14 days and is
certainly not a vali measure for impact analysis. Thus none of the rationale
support the assumpti n of 7.1 cfs average flow and 5.3 cfs base flow. This impact
analysis evidently do s not address the proposed project.

Section 6.3.2.1: Thi section compares average annual flows to the Delta for the
1986/2001 period w.th the "assumed" 7.1 cfs flow for the project. But average
annual flows mean Ii Ie ifhigh flows come in the winter when plants are dormant
and low flows come in the summer when consumptive use is highest. Average
winter flow (Octobe through May) for the period at the Keeler gage, most of
which overflows to he Brine Pool, is about 60% higher than average summer
flows (see Table 6-). Minimum flows were less than 1 cfs in June, July and
August, when con} umPtive use is highest. Impact assessments based on

comparison of avera e annual flow with an arbitrarily assumed project flow are

not valid. It should also be noted that the average summer flow (April through
September) at Keele gage for the 1986/2001 period, corrected for 0.35 cfs/mile
loss over the 4.5 mil~ reach, is 7.3 cfs, which is within the 6-9 cfs proposed flow

range. I

Section 6.3.2.3 (und r Mechanisms for Maintaining and Enhancing Wetland
and Aquatic Habit t): The listed mechanisms are not mechanisms, but rather
statements that spre ding the flow over a larger area will enhance conditions.
There is no discussi n of the timing of flow relative to the confines of 6-9 cfs
stipulated in the M U. Other important mechanisms that have influenced the
dynamics of Delta w tlands (e.g. beaver, organic matter accretion, shifting dunes)
are not mentioned. I

Page 6-36 (4th par1 raPh, 3rd sentence): It is not correct to state "under the
proposed initial rele se regime, there would be a lower baseflow year-round.. ."
It is more likely that ows will be IQwer in the winter when evapotranspiration is
low and higher in the summer when water demand is high.

Page 6-36 (5th para raph): How could the volume of water in the root zone be
reduced if flows are managed so that the Delta overflows to the Brine Pool, as
stipulated in the wat r management plan? Under existing conditions, most flow
comes in the winter hen plants are dormant and not transpiring. Again, drawing
conclusions of impac s based on average annual flows is not valid. Also, it should
be noted here that m ch of the existing winter discharge overflows to the Brine
Pool and provides litt e benefit to dormant vegetation.

Page 6-37 (3rd para ~raPh): The proposed flow regime was designed specifically
to maintain existing quatic and wetland habitat. It must be assumed that if water
is overflowing to the Brine Pool then the needs of existing aquatic and wetland
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habitat are being mt1t. Postulating a negative impact based on a reduction from
the existing average ~ual flow, most of which comes in winter and overflows to
the brine pool, is unr~asonable.

Page 6-37 (6th par raph): It is annoying that this critical argument that is a
lynch pin to URS int rpretations is not mentioned until near the end of the impact
assessment chapter. It was noted that a large fraction of flows to the Delta pass
through to the brine 001, thus not all of the flows may contribute to aquatic and
wetland habitat. UR suggests other benefits that may not be obvious that appear
to be based on the as umption that existing aquatic and wetland habitat "drain" to
the brine pool. B t observations show that aquatic and wetland habitats
"overflow" to the b 'ne pool -open water and saturated wetland habitats are
evident during perio s when there is no outflow to the brine pool. For example,
extensive saturated etland and open water are evident on the 1993 aerial photos
(Figure 6-9), but w ter is not draining to the brine pool. It is evident that if
drainage to the brine IpOOI is occurring, then the water storage and ET demands of
existing wetlands are being met.

Section 6.8 Mitigation Measures: The only mitigation measure calls for
LADWP to make ad ustments to the amount and timing of base flows and pulse
flows up to the 9 c s to reduce any possible impacts to aquatic and wetland
habitats. But this is xactly what the proposed plan states it will do! Base flows
will be adjusted to intain outflow from the Delta, thus insuring adequate water
for maintenance of xisting aquatic and wetland habitats. Both base and pulse
flows may be adjuste based on long tenIl monitoring.

Thank you for the OPPortuni~y to comment on the DEIR. I hope that my comments will
contribute to a better under tanding of the Delta Habitat Area and effective long term
management to maintain an enhance its values.

~~~""-

Respectfully,

L=~K
Shennan
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Mr. Clarence Martin
jLos Angeles Department of ater and Power

300 Mandich Street
"' 'I""

Bishop, CA 93514 ",~~~"~",

Dear Mr. Martin,

I am writing to comment on ~e Lower Owens River Project Draft Environmental Impact Report
and Environmental Impact S~tement.

I appreciate the great potenti~Ofthe LORP. However, the DEIR/EIS fails to describe essential
components of the project an presents prloject alternatives that directly violate the 1991 Long
Term Water Agreement and e establishe:d project goals. Some of my concerns include:

1) Size of the um station an delta flow~ A 150 cfs pump station violates the Inyo-LA 1991
Water Agreement. LADWP as not justified using a larger pump station that is three times
larger than the water agreeme t allows. ft.. larger pump station won't allow enough water to
reach the Delta and may help ADWP to pump more groundwater from the valley. LADWP
should select the 50 cfs pump tion and '9 cfs annual average delta baseflows. This option
allows the maximum amount f water flo,¥ to the delta under the agreements and approaches
current flows. This is needed meet the ,delta habitat goal of maintaining existing and new delta
habaitats for waterfowl and to comply with the Water Agreement.

2) Fyj!Qing: Monitoring an~ Ptive marlagement are absolutely essential to the success of the
LORP, but the DEIR/EIS repe tedly state:) that funding limitations may prevent their full
implementation. To meet its bligations, LADWP should select funding option 2, which is the
only option that adequately ds the LORP.

3) Recreation Qlan: There is f recreation plan in the DEIR/EIS, nor is there a description of
current and anticipitated recre nonal uses of the LORP area. The document should contain a
thorough assessment of CUffe and poten1:ial recreational use in the LORP area and a plan to
manage that recreation in ord to protect natural habitats and cultural resources.

Mr. Martin, the LORP is a Vf ble proje(;t, and I want it to work. I urge LADWP to abide by
the tenns of the Water Agree ent and the goals of the project, thoroughly describe all
management plans to the publ c, choose tile least environmentally damaging alternatives, and
guarantee adequate funding.

Thank you for your considera~ion of my comments.

Sincerely, ~

:::.-~~-t.~2~
2.,3 4~ eD I}J (3 u"t (p

ef~f
RECEIVED

JAN 1 0 2003

AQUEDUCT MANAGER
C:1-!()p AO~IN~TRATIVE C*'F~E

mwh
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",'

Jeremiah Joseph
P.O. 83

Lone Pine, CA 93545

Mr. Clarence Martin
rLos Angeles Department of ater and P'ower

300 Mandich Street

Bishop, CA 93514 "

Subject: In the matter of the iLower Owens River Project Draft EIR/EIS

Dear Mr. Martin,

First of all I would Ii e to thank you for your time to read the comments I have to
bring you. There are numero s statements in the Draft EIR/EIS that call into question the
successful implementation 0 the project with the ability to result in significant project
impacts that would not be m'tigated. The Lower Owens River Project has enormous
potential benefits. To you I sk to please consider my comments on the following issues
below:

PUMP STATION A DELTA FLOWS: The 1991 LA-Inyo water agreement is
easily violated by a 150 cfs ump station. Water would not reach the Delta with a larger
pump station, and also may elp LADWP pump more ground water from the valley. The
average delta base flow is annual 9 cfs; LADWP should select the 50 cfs pump station,
This option allows the maxi um amount of water flow to the delta and approach's
current flows under the agre ment. All is needed for the goals of the delta habitat of
maintaining existing and ne delta habitats for waterfowl and to comply with the water

agreements. '"

LACK OF COMMI MENT TO MONITORING, ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT
AND MITIGATION MEAS S: Essential success to the LORP is monitoring and
adaptive management, but t e DEIR/EIS repeatedly states that funding limitations may
prevent their full implement tion. LADWP should select funding operation 2 to meet its
obligations, which is the onl option that adequately funds LORP. However, LADWP
should restate option 2 stati g they would fund all of Inyo County's short fall instead of
"some or all oflnyo County s shortfall," as in the draft document (p.2-8). Mitigation
measures PS-2 and V-2lack funding in option 2. A commitment to fully fund these
measures should be include to funding option 2. In light ofLADWP tremendous
financial resources, the proj ctshould not be compromised by lack of funding.

SOURCE OF ADDf IONAL WATER TO SUPPLY THE LORP: LADWP fails
to disclose whether or not t ey will attempt to recover 16,000 acre-feet/year of water that
the water project will requir beyond the current releases. Exactly where would the water

RECE IVED

JAN 1 3 2003

AOOEDUCTMANAGER
11SHOP ADMINISTRATIVE OFF~E

mwh
Comment Letter No. 149
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to cover 16,000 acre-feet/ye be require:d from? Maybe increased groundwater
pumping? Or will there be n w wells dri.1led? Will it come from existing aqueduct
supplies? What might be th impacts of the need to 16,000 acre-feet/year of water? The
intention to replace or not re lace the16,000 acre-feet/year of water should be clearly
stated by the LADWP in the DEIR/EIS. The document fails to recognize the inadequacy
of current pumping manage ent to attain the vegetation protection goals of the Long
Term Water Agreement. Th likelihood of potential future impacts due to any
groundwater pumping assoc ated with LORP is greatly underestimated by the draft
EIR/EIS.

LACK OF FUNDIN FOR NOXIOUS WEED CONTROL: Salt cedar and other
noxious weeds are not contr lIed in areas where LORP holds their habitat goals. Salt
cedar is a growing problem' the Owens Valley and must be realistically addressed in
the draft EIR/EIS as a probl m. It is statl~d as being a significant Class 1 impact. But
defers in control of this prob em to the separate pre-existing Inyo County salt cedar
control program that has un cured funding (mitigation measures V-2). If true" one of
the most environmental si ficant river habitat restorations ever undertaken in the
United States" as stated by ark Hill, L.ADWP consultant, then it must include
provisions for guaranteed ding for control of salt cedar and other noxious weeds in
order to avoid significant im acts and meet the projects goals.

IJ\1p ACT TO B POOL TR,WSITION AREA: The shorebird habitat in the
brine pool transition area co ld be classified as a class 1 impact, identified in draft
EIR/EIS S-1, can and must e avoided. Thousands of Ducks, Geese, and hundreds of
thousands shorebirds use thi area. It's recognized by the National Audubon Society as a
Nationally Significant Irnpo ant Bird Area and is part of the U.S. Shorebird
Conservation Plan. In other ords this is a very important wildlife habitat. LADWP have
been existing flows to this tr sition for many years, and it makes me wonder they have
been in violation of the co injunction that they say would prohibit mitigation of this
impact? If the current flows e allowable, it is inappropriate to argue that maintaining
those flows under the projec is not feasible. Maintaining existing flows and not letting
this area dry up in the sprin and summer as it currently has, LADWP can and must avoid
this impact. If found unavoi able by LADWP, they have the obligation under CEQA to
explore Mitigation altemati es that are feasible.

RECREATION PL : The DEJR/EIS failed to have a recreation plan, nor is
there descriptions of current and anticipated recreational use of the LORP area. I believe
the document should contai a thorough assessment of current and potential recreational
use in the LORP area and a Ian to manage that recreation in order to protect natural
habitats and cultural resourc s.

GRAZING: Under s ory impacts results from current grazing are severe in
riparian habitats in much of he LORP area. There is no under story, no young willows,
and no cottonwoods in man places. Th(~ yellow-breasted chats are dependent on habitat
with trees and a dense unde story in the riparian zone joined by other habitat indicator
species. Although if the div sity of habitat provided by under story growth significantly
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improves, river system habit t goals would not be met. Under story development
monitoring as described on .2-78 will Jilot be conducted unless the need for it is
determined in some unspeci led future time by unspecified means. Future decision should
not be left whether or not thi monitorin,g is needed. The need for it is obvious, there
should be a clear commitme t. Protocols for this monitoring data collection and analysis
should also be included in t e EIR/EIS.

LADWP has denied equests by reviewers to see the individual grazing lease
management plans, for they e not in the documents. Without these critical documents
and with no evaluation ofth present lease condition and trend presented in the draft
EIR/EIS there is no way to c mpare change over time when evaluating whether the goals
of the project are being met. or commenters to evaluate proposed management,
monitoring and the need to itigation they need a go. This is inadequate.

As one of the most si ificant ri,rer habitat restorations in the country, the LORP
represents an unprecedented opportunity if the Los Angeles Department of Water and
Power properly implements he project. [hope the final EIR/EIS will reflect a real
Commitment to make the pr ~ect live up' to its full potential.
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